
 

Distant dust and atmospheric rivers increase
flooding in California
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Snow melt from the Sierra Nevada Mountains is the major fresh water supply
for California. Credit: Creative Commons

Overseas dust increases the Sierra Nevada Mountains snowpack and
atmospheric rivers cause it to rapidly melt, according to scientists at
DOE's Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and their colleagues. The
team reached this finding by modeling two cloud conditions under the
influence of atmospheric rivers, narrow bands of moisture transported
from the tropics, during a field experiment called CalWater 2011.
Atmospheric rivers are the primary cause of flooding in California by
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dumping rain and accelerating snowmelt in the mountainous terrain.
Dust blown in possibly from Asia and Africa increases the formation of
snow in winter clouds over California and increases rain- and snowfall
by 10 to 20 percent. However, local pollution from California cities and
the Central Valley has little impact on snowfall. Further, local pollution's
influence on rain from warm clouds heavily depends on cloud conditions
and the strength of a low level jet, often associated with atmospheric
rivers, that blows parallel to the Sierra Nevada Mountains.

"We used observational data captured in the clouds and on the surface to
better understand how cloud ice forms in the presence of dust particles
and simulated this process in models," said Dr. Jiwen Fan, PNNL
atmospheric scientist and lead author of the study. "We compared the
impacts of long-range transported dust to local pollution from coastal
cities and the Central Valley on cold-season precipitation in contrasting
cloud and meteorological conditions."

The largest source of fresh water for irrigation and other purposes in
California is snowmelt from the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Regional
water resource managers must understand the environmental and climate
influences on California's water supply sources. This need propelled the
CalWater 2011 field campaign. Understanding the factors that impact
precipitation and mountain snowpack will help improve regional climate
predictions and far-reaching effects on people and food supplies.

In the future, a second field campaign, led by Dr. Ruby Leung at PNNL
in collaboration with a larger team of multi-agency and university
researchers, will be conducted over the same region, but with additional
measurements over the Pacific Ocean. Researchers will collect more
data to systematically study atmospheric rivers and aerosols'; impact on
snow and regional precipitation in California and improve models to
better simulate aerosol effects on regional and global precipitation.
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https://phys.org/tags/atmospheric+rivers/
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